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Abst rac t - -We introduce a technique to define successive approximations to solutions of the con- 
trol problem with implulse actions on surfaces 
dx 
- -  = A(t)x(t) + C(t)u + f(t)  + ~g(t, x, u, #), t • ~i, 
dt 
Ax(¢i) = Bix + Divi + Ji + pWi(x, vi, #), i = 1, 2 .... ,p, 
x(a) = a, x(j3) = b, 
where tt is a small positive parameter, ~i= Oi + #Ti(X(~i), #), X E R n and Ax(O) := x(O+) -- x(O). A 
sequence of piecewise continuous functions with discontinuities of the first kind that converges to a 
solution of the above problem is constructed. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - - Impu lse ,  Control, Quasilinear system, Successive approximation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let c~ and ~ be fixed real numbers uch that ~ < ~, and r and p be fixed positive integers. Denote 
by L~[a,/3] the set of all square integrable and bounded functions ~:  [a, ~] --* R r and by Dr[1,p] 
the set of all finite sequences {~i}, ~i E R ~, i = 1,2 . . . .  ,p. We define a space IF  = L~ x D r and 
denote its elements by {~, ~}. 
We consider the controllabil ity problem of solutions of differential equations with impulse 
actions on surfaces of the form 
dx 
d---t = A( t )x ( t )  + C( t )u  + f ( t )  + #g(t ,  x,  u, #),  t ~ ~i, (1) 
Ax(~i )  = B ix  + Div i  + Ji + #Wi(x ,  vi, #), i = 1, 2 , . . .p ,  
subject o 
x(a)  = a, x(fl) = b, (2) 
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where # is a small positive parameter, ~i = Oi + #Ti(x(~i), #), x • R ~ and Ax(O) := x(O+) -- x(O). 
With regard to (1),(2), we assume without further mention that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(C1) A and C are matrix functions of the sizes (n x n) and (n × m), respectively, the elements 
of which belong to L21 [a, ~], 
(C2) {0i}, i = 1, 2, . . .  ,p, is a strictly increasing sequence of real numbers in (c~, ~), 
(C3) Bi and Di are, respectively, (n × n) and (n x m) constant matrices with det(I + Bi) ¢ 0, 
i=1,2,...,p, 
(ca) (f, J} • 
(C5) g, Wi, and Ti are continuous and continuously differentiable functions in x, u, and v. 
DEFINITION 1. The problem (1),(2), which we shah denote by E, ,  is said to be solvable if given 
any bounded set G C R n there exists a positive #o • R, #o = #o(G), such that for all arbitrary 
a, b E G and # < #o there is a control {u, v} • H m for which system (1) admits a solution x(t) 
satisfying (2). 
It should be noted that the system under investigation i volves impulse effects at nonfixed 
points, and due to this fact it is possible for the integral curve of our system to meet more 
than one time, and even infinitely many times, one and the same surface of discontinuity. This 
phenomenon is called beating [1]. Clearly, investigation of systems with impulse actions on 
surfaces needs conditions for the absence of beating. In [2], we have shown that if # is sufficiently 
small then beating is not possible. Therefore, we may assume in this paper that beating is absent. 
2. NOTAT IONS AND FORMULATION OF  THE PROBLEM 
Let X(t), X(c 0 = I, be a fundamental matrix of 
d~ 
d'-~ = Aft)x, t ¢ 0~, 
Ax]t=o, = B~x, 
and define 
• (t) = Q(t)Q-C(t)dt + ~ PiP~, 
where Q(t) = X- l ( t )C( t )  and P~ = X-I(O~+)Di. 
Let s be a positive real number and I." I the euclidean orm in R n. We denote by 1]8 the 
subspace of elements (x, u, v) satisfying the inequality [x I + [u[ + Iv[ < s and let 
Gs = {(x ,u ,v , t , i ,#)  : (x,u,v) • Hs, ~ <_ t < ~, i = 1,2, . . . ,p ,  # < it1}, 
where ttl is a fixed positive real number. 
We fix a positive real number H, and let 
ml=max{sup lA( t ) l ' sup lC( t ) l 'm{ax lB i l}  
m2= max (suplf(t)l,m~lJ~l}, 
Gll G. J ' 
m4 = max {max IQ(t)x ~- l (~)X- l ( s ) l  , m sax IPx ~-~(~)X- l ( s ) l  
t ,8  , ' 
m~x, IX(t )X- l (s ) l  , maxt,s IX(t)~(t)k~-l(~9)X-'(s)l  }" 
uniformly for 
We also let 
hi (H,#)  
h2(H, it) 
(~l(it) 
~4(it) 
 5(it) 
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In view of (C5), there exists an L > 0 such that  
Ig (t, Xl ,Ul ,V 1,it) -- g (t,J:2,~t2, V2, it)[ ~ L {Ix 1 - x2[ -~ ]Ul - u2[ -}- Iv 1 - v21}, 
IWi (Xl, vl, it) - Wi (x2, v2, it) l ~ L{[X l -  X21-~- ]vl -- y21} , 
[~-i(Xl,#) - Ti(x2,p)] _< L Ix1 - x2[, 
t, it E GH. 
= 2mlH + m2 + itm3, 
= L(1 - i tLhl(H, it)) -1, 
= m3(ml +itL)(2 +ml)  + L, 
= (ml  + itL)(m3(1 + ml)  + hi(H, it)h2(g, #)) + 2(mlH + itm3)h2(H, it) + L, 
= 4m4(L(~ - o~) + PSI(it)), 
= 4m4P52(it), 
= 1 + itm3(1 + itL), 
---- rrt3(ml 4- itL) + hl(H, it)h2(H, it). 
To investigate system (1), we have used a comparison with the following system: 
dx 
d--[ = A(t)x(t) + C(t)u + f( t )  + itg(t, x, u, it), t # Oi, 
AX]t=O~ = Bix + Divi -V Ji + Si(x, u, ?2, it), i = 1, 2, . . .p,  
where 
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(3) 
fO ¢~ 
S i (x ,u ,v ,#)  = ( I+B i )  [A( t )xo( t )+C(t )u( t )+ f ( t )+#g( t ,  xo(t),u(t),#)] dt 
i (4) 
ff + itWi(xo(~i),vi,#) + [A(t)xi(t) + C(t)u(t) + f( t )  + itg(t, xl(t),u(t), it)] dt. i 
In (4), xo(t) is a solution of system 
dx 
d--[ = A(t)x(t) + C(t)u + f(t)  + itg(t, x, u, it) (5) 
satisfying x0(~i) = x, t = (i is the instant of meeting of solution xo(t) with the surface t = 
Oi + itT"i(x, it), and xl(t)  is a solution of (5) such that x l (~)  = (I  + Bi)xo((i) + Divi + Ji + 
itWi(xo(¢i), vi, it). We denote the control problem (3),(2) by ~,u. 
As in [1], one can easily show that  the systems (1) and (3) have a property ~t in GH in the 
sense described below. Without any loss of generality, we let (i -> 0i for i = 1, 2 . . . .  , p. 
DEFINITION 2. The systems (1) and (3) are said to enjoy a property ~ in GH if for a fixed 
positive real number h < H and a sufficiently small it, it is true that: given any solution x(t) 
of (1), [x(t)] < h, t E [a, ~], there is a solution y(t) of (3), [y(t)[ < H, such that x(t) = y(t) for all 
t E [a, j3] except possibly at points t E [Oi, (i], i = 1, 2, . . . ,  p, and conversely, given any solution 
y(t) of(3), [y(t)[ < h, t E [a,~], there is a solution x(t) of(1), [x(t)l < H, such that x(t) = y(t) 
for all t c [a, t3] except possibly at points t E [0i, (~], i = 1, 2, . . . ,  p. 
By the help of problem 7~ and Definition 2, the following result was obtained in [2]. 
THEOREM 1. I f  k~(/~) is nonsingular, then E~ is solvable and the solution is the limit of a 
uniformly convergent sequence obtained by the method of successive approximations. 
This theorem provides conditions for the existence of a solution of problem E~,. However, since 
no method was described in [2] for obtaining the successive approximations, it cannot be used 
effectively. Therefore, our objective in this paper is to construct a method for obtaining these 
successive approximations and thereby complement the results obtained in [2]. 
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3. THE METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE  APPROXIMATIONS 
We define 
uo(t) = 
• o(t) = 
¢0(t) = 
~(t ,¢ ,~)  = 
~(t, ¢, ~) = 
QT ( t )~(~) - I  K + it(t), 
x( t )  a+ [Q(~)~o(s )+X- i ( s ) / ( s ) ]  d~ + 
(~0(t), ~o(t), ~o), ¢(t) = (~(t), ~(t), ~,), 
f ~ (s)g(~, ~(s), u(s), ~) ds, X-1  
l_ ~. x_~(o,)s,(~(o,),~,,.), 
It a<Oi<t 
~o = P~, (Z) - 'K  + ~,, 
where {~, ~?} e IIm is orthogonal to all columns of [Q-r, p [ ]  and 
P~v p + x-~(0dJ,}, 
a<Oi<t 
fa  ~ P 
K = X-~(f l )b  - X -~(a)a  - X -1 ( t ) f ( t )d t  - y~X-*(O~+)d~.  
i= l  
It follows that solution ¢ of % satisfies 
¢ = ¢o + ~P(¢, ~), 
where P = (Pl, P2, p i ) ,  
~l(t, (~) - - - -  X(t) [~(t, ¢, #) + ~(t, ¢,tt) - ~(t)~-l(~)(~(~, ¢,tt) + ¢(~,¢,#))],  
~( t ,  ¢) = Q(t)-r~-~(~) [ (~, ¢, ~) + ¢(9, ¢, ~)], 
pi (¢) = p[  ~-  1 (~) [~(~, ¢, #) + ¢ (/3, ¢, tt)]. 
We refer the reader to Theorem 3 in [2] for further details. 
We shall first consider the construction of successive approximations {~n(t)} for problem %. 
We introduce the norm I1" II defined by 
I1¢11 = max Ix(t)l + max lu(t)l + max Ivil, 
(6) 
dx  
d--[ = A(t)x(t )  + C(t)uo(t) + f ( t )  + #g(t, x, Uo, #) (7) 
defined for t > 0i, and let 0 ° be the moment of meeting of x~ (t) witk the surface t = 0i + #Ti (x, p). 
We claim that IXio(t)l < H for all t E [Oi,Oi + ttrna] if # is sufficiently small. To see this fact, we 
first fix a positive real number #2 <_ ttl such that 
#2m3hl (H,#2)  < H - h. (s) 
Next, let /~ _< #2 and assume on the contrary that there exists a t* E [Oi, Oi + #m3) such that 
Ix~(t)l < H for all t ~ [0i, t*) but Ix~(t*)l = H. Since x~(t) is a solution of (7) and (8) is satisfied, 
we obtain ]x~(t*)] <_ h + ~2rnahl(H,#2) < H, a contradiction. 
in the space of all functions ¢(t) of the form ¢(t) = (x(t), u(t), vi). 
Without any loss of generality, we may assume that Ti >_ 0 for i = 1, 2, . . .  ,p. 
We take ~o(t) = ¢0(t) as the first approximation and suppose that 119011 <- h, where h < H is 
fixed. Let x~(t) = x(t, Oi, xo(Oi)) be a solution of equation 
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Assume that the approximation ~n(t) = (Xn(t),u~(t),v'i ~) is available and II~nll -< h. To 
determine ~n+~(t) we proceed as follows. Let x~(t) = x(t, 8i, x~(~i)) be a solution of the equation 
---= = A(t)x~ 1 (t) ~- C(t)un(t) + f(t)  + #g(t, x~ 1, un(t), #) 
dt - 
(9) 
defined for t > 0i, and let 0~ be the moment of meeting of solution x~(t) with the surface 
t = 0i + pVi(X,.#). We may assume that Ix~_l(t)l < H for all t E [0i, 0, + #m3]. Then it follows 
as above that ]x~(t)l < H for all t E [8i,0i + #m3]. We set 
s?+l(~.,,) = 
~+l( t ,  ~ , , )  = 
¢( t ,~+1,~)  = 
p~+l(t,  ~)  = 
~D~+l(t, ~n) =-  
~n+i(t, ~n) = 
j•0 
°7 
(I + Bi) [A(t)xin(t) + C(t)un(t) + f(t)  + pg (t, x~(t), un(t), #)] dt 
i 
fo °' (x~(Oi), v~, ~) + [A(t)xn(t) + C(t)u~(t) + f(t) (10) + #Wi i " 
+ #g(t,x~(t),un(t),p)] dt. 
fa t (s)g(s, x,~(s), un(s), #) ds, (11) X-1  
1 ~ x-l(e.+)s~+l(~,~), (12) 
a<O~<t 
X(t) [tCn+l(t,q~n,#) + ~)n+l(t,~n,#) 
-- ~I/(t) ~I/-1 (/~)(/~n4-1(/~, n,  #) Jr- ~Jn+l(/~, (Pn, " ) ) ] ,  (13) 
(@(t) T~TZ4-1 (/3) [/~n+l (/~, ~n, #) -}- l/)n+ 1 (/~, ~n, #)] ,  (14) 
P~- l ( f l )  [nn+l(/~, 9~n, #) + '~b(13, ¢  #)], (15) 
(p~+l(t,~g~),p~+i(t ' pi  , ~n), ~+~(~)) (16) 
and define 
~n+l(t) = ~o(t) + .p~+l(t ,  ~). 
It follows from (10) through (17) that 
(17) 
[[~n+lll _< I1~011 +4#m3ma(fl - a + 1 4- (2 + ml)hl(H,  p2)). (18) 
Choosing #3 ~ #2 as a positive real number satisfying 
4#3m3m4(13 - a + 1 + (2 + ml)hl(H,#2)) <_ h - ][~0H, 
we can easily deduce from (18) that ][~n+ll] < h for all # < #3. 
Thus, we have constructed a sequence {~n}. We will show below that the sequence {~n} is 
uniformly convergent. 
Assume without any loss of generality that the sequence {O~} is nondecreasing, and let 
ak=lkgk--~gk_lll, bk=max max Ix~(t ) -x~_l ( t ) l ,  k=1,2 , . . . .  
i O~t<_t~m3 
i k+l It is not difficult to see f rom 0/TM -- O k = p [T i (Xk+l (O  i ),p) -- T~(Xik(Oki),#)] that 
8 k+l - 0 k <_ #h2(H, #)bk+l. (19) 
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We shall now estimate ak+l and bk+l in terms of ak and bk. We first notice from (10) that 
Ok-1 
S~+'(~k,#) - Sik(~pk, #) = (I + B~) J~o,' [A(t) (X~k(t) -- x i k-, (t)) + C(t) (uk(t) - uk-j (t)) 
-~- /2 (g(t, Xik(t), ~t k (t), #) -- g (t, Xik_l (t), Uk- 1 (t), #)) ]  dt 
fo °~ 
+ (I + B~) ~-1 [A(t)x~(t) + C(t)uk(t) + f(t) + #g (t, x~(t), uk(t), #)] dt 
i 
_ #)) +#(w,(4 w,( (opt),@ ', 
p 
+ ~/~' [A(t)xk(t) + C(t)uk(t) + f(t) + #g (t, xk(t), uk(t), #)] dt 
+ fOi Jo~-~ [A(t) (xk(t) - Xk-l(t)) + C(t) (uk(t) - uk-l(t)) 
+ # (g (t, xk(t), Uk(t), #) -- g (t, xl¢-i (t), Uk-l(t), #))] dr, 
and hence, on using the definitions introduced in Section 2 and (19), we have 
[S~+l(~k,#) - Sk(~k,#)[ _< #~l(#)ak + #52(#)bk. (20) 
By using (11)-(20) one can easily show that 
ak+~ = #llPk+~(t, ~k) - Pa(t, ~a-1){{ <_ #(~3(#)ak + #64(#)bk. (21) 
It follows also from (9) that ba+l <_ #Ss(#)aa+l  #56(#)bk, and so by (21), we get 
bk+~ <_ #57(#)a~ + #Ss(#)b~, (22) 
where 57(#) = 55(#)53(#) and 5s(#) = 55(#)54(#) + 56(#). 
Letting 5(#) = max,<j<_6{53(#)}, we Obtain from (21) and (22) that 
a~+l _< (#6(#)) a max{a~, b~} 
and 
bk+l ~_ (#5(#)) k max{al, bl}. 
Now if we fix a positive real number #4 ~- P3 sufficiently small such that #6(#) < 1 for all p _< #4, 
then the above estimates lead to 
lira a~ = 0 (23) 
k--*oo 
and 
lim bk = 0. (24) 
k--~oo 
Thus, if # < #4, then (23) implies that the sequence {~n} is uniformly convergent. One can 
easily verify that the limiting function ~°(t) satisfies the operator equation (6). But this means 
that T°(t) is a solution of problem ~,~. 
On the basis of the construction of fl-equivalent system (3), it follows that the pair {u °, v0} is 
a solving control for E~. 
In view of (19) and (24), if # < #4 then there exists 0~' E (a,/3) so that limn--.c~ 0n = O~ for 
each i = 1,2, . . . ,p .  
Let f x~(t), for t e [Oi, O~], 
yn(t) = l xn(t), for t e [a,/3] \ [9~,0"]. 
It is clear that the sequence {yn(t)} is piecewise continuous with discontinuities of the first kind 
at points 0~' for i = 1,2, . . . ,  and moreover, in view of (23) and (24), it converges to a solution y* 
of problem Eu with the solving control {u °, v0}. 
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